ABSTRACT
Markov entropy was 0.92 bits/trial for the Regular process and 1.58 bits/trial for the nonReg process. Note that, as described 138 above, such transition matrices independently determined transitions between spatial locations or image-categories, as specified 139 in the different conditions, so that the statistical features of the identity and location streams needed to be tracked separately.
140
From these transition matrices we produced series with 120 trials. In the study, these series were presented according to a The four types of series described above were constructed to generate the 9 types trials types in Figure 1B . Beyond this, 146 they were not used as factors in the design or referred to in contexts of statistical analyses. To evaluate statistical interactions 147 between identity and location knowledge, we analyzed the 9 trial-types in the analysis matrix presented Figure 1B , using 3 × 3
148
interactions and follow-up analyses. In Figure 1B , each cell presents the mean number of trials, per person, for each cell in the 149 experimental design.
150
Procedure 151
Eye-tracking

152
Stimuli were displayed on a CRT display (Diamond pro 2070SB, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with a spatial 153 resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels, and a 75 Hz refresh rate. We generated the experimental software using Matlab TM and the
154
Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997) . Participants' eyes were set at the same height as the screen center and 155 at a distance of 58 cm. Eye position signals were recorded by a separate computer with a tower-mounted, video-based eye 156 tracker (Eyelink 1000 Tower mount, SR Research Ltd, Mississauga, Canada) and were sampled monocularly at 1000 Hz. We 157 performed a nine-point calibration procedure during which the eye-tracker calculated a mapping between sensor and display 158 positions.We performed calibration after each break. Before beginning the experiment we identified each participant's dominant 159 eye using the Dolman method.
160
Stimuli and trial structure 161 The timeline of each trial was as follows (see Figure 2A ): a fixation symbol appeared for 400 ms, followed by a post-fixation to saccade rapidly to the target and fixation symbol when they appeared (see Figure 2 ).
169
The target images belonged to one of four categories of RGB images with 125 different elements each: neutral faces, 
Instructions and training
179
Participants were instructed to maintain their gaze on the fixation symbol when it was present and to move their gaze quickly 180 toward the presented image. The instructions did not mention image-identity. To maintain participants' alertness, we included 181 catch trials that consisted of black discs with a white line through them that appeared instead of the regular fixation symbol.
182
Catch trials appeared every 23-27 trials following a uniform distribution. Participants were told that catch trials would appear 183 infrequently and that they were to press the mouse button when they saw them. Following each series, participants were 184 presented with performance indicators for that series, which included the number of targets and fixation symbols saccaded to 185 within an allowed spatial and temporal tolerance (see below), the number of correct catch trials and eye blinks, as well as their 186 overall mean performance to that point. This was done to motivate participants to perform well and to provide a buffer between 187 the stochastic contexts of the just completed and the following series.
188
Before beginning the study proper, participants underwent training where they viewed series of 20 trials each, until they
189
were comfortable with the procedure (typically within 2-7 series). The training session differed in some respects from the 190 main experiment. The images were of the same size as those in the main study, but contained a monochromatic letter or 191 number, to avoid exposing participants to the same image-categories used in the experiment. In the training series there were 192 no transition constraints (each transition had probability of 25%) so that participants could not develop experience with the 193 transition structure used in the study proper. In addition, during training (but not the study proper) we provided real-time click. We provided negative auditory feedback whenever participants failed to hit the target, failed to respond to catch trials,
197
or blinked. While participants were instructed and trained to arrive at fixation within 200ms from appearance, we did not
198
penalize participants for saccading to the screen center prior to stimulus appearance. Here and in the rest of the text, the term
199
"anticipatory saccades" refers to saccades to the laterilized targets (which were of main interest) rather than saccades to central 200 fixation. A summary of the positive and negative scores was presented at the end of each training session.
201
We detected saccades by adaptively determining speed thresholds relative to saccade onset, offset and peak (Nyström & 204 Holmqvist, 2010). We defined saccade onset (offset) time as the time of the first local minimum with speed below an adaptive 205 threshold, preceding (following) a saccade peak.
206
Anticipatory fixation offsets and trial selection 207 We defined a measure of gaze location on each trial (Gaze Offset) as the mean gaze in the x direction in the last 10 milliseconds 208 prior to target appearance. These Gaze Offset data were the input to the steady-state analysis of gaze location described below.
209
In a subsequent analyses, for convenience, we coded gaze offset as positive if in the same direction of the previous target 210
x-coordinate, as negative otherwise. We refer to this quantity as Anticipatory Fixation Offset (AFO tracked the position of the next high-probability target location, did not identify such a direct relation.
231
As input to the power spectra analysis we considered, separately, the horizontal (X) and vertical (Y ) gaze coordinates of the 2. We calculated the autocorrelation function up to the maximum lag of 11 trials: 
Implementation of ELATER
243
The LATER model (Carpenter & Williams, 1995) is based on the experimental finding that while saccade latency (SL) is 244 a variable that has a skewed distribution, the distribution of its reciprocal (promptness) is symmetric and well described by 245 a Gaussian. Consequently, the reciprocal has two free parameters, µ and σ µ describing its normal distribution. In LATER,
246
these parameters are taken to describe a generative decision process, where the sensory evidence is accumulated with a rate µ, estimates for expected and surprising trials is that it considers more trials in the parameter estimation and is theoretically 265 motivated 3 .
266
Before conducting analyses of variance we tested for homoscedasticity of variance across the nine design cells, for each In ELATER, accumulation rate (µ) describes the rate by which external information about a target is accumulated. Mean 291 µ across participants closely tracked the pattern found for SL, and is depicted in Figure 3B . A 3 (Location ) × 3 (Identity)
292
ANOVA identified a statistically significant effect of Location (F(2, 39) = 85.13, p < .001). Collapsing over Identity, we 293 found that µ tracked location surprisal. It was largest (reflecting faster accumulation) when location was expected, lower 294 when location was nonRegular, and lowest when location was surprising (post-hoc comparisons: expected vs. nonRegular, 295 t(39) = 6.11, p < .001, d = 1.70; nonRegular vs. surpising, t(39) = 4.87, p < .001, d = 1.27), see Figure 4A .
296
There was also a significant effect of Identity, F(2, 39) = 10.47, p < .001. Collapsing across Location, we found that µ 297 was highest in the nonRegular condition, and significantly higher than both the expected (t(39) = 3.36, p = .0035, d = 0.86) and surprising conditions (t(39) = 3.79, p < .001, d = 1.10); see Figure 4B . There was however no difference between the 299 identity-expected and identity-surprising trials, even when examined separately within each level of location predictability (all 300 ps > .1). The effect of identity therefore does not track identity-surprisal but is instead consistent with a non-specific effect of 301 identity regularity, as identified for the analysis of saccade latencies. To summarize, to this point, the data for accumulation rate 302 match those found for the mean saccade latencies.
303
Departing from the findings reported for SL, accumulation rates reflected a significant interaction between the two factors.
304
F(4, 39) = 2.95, p = 0.02. As shown in Figure 4B , presentation of targets in series where identity was regular (i.e., collapsing was surprising. This stood in marked contrast to when targets were presented at nonRegular locations, in which case being able 307 to predict target identity had almost no effect.
308
Figure 4. ELATER-estimated accumulation rates. Panel A. Mean accumulation rate for saccades to expected, surprising, and nonRegular locations (data are collapsed across levels of the Identity factor). Panel B. Mean accumulation rate for expected, surprising or nonRegular locations as function of whether identities were presented within statistically-regular or non-regular series. Two asterisks indicate significant pairwise differences with p < .001 (Bonferroni corrected).
To verify these patterns statistically, we defined an identity-regularity cost (idcost) as the difference between the values of 309 µ for the nonRegular identity trials on the one hand, and the combined set of expected and surprising identity trials on the 310 other. We then computed this cost within each level of location trials (nonRegular: idcost nonReg ; expected: idcost exp ; surprising:
311 idcost surp ). Consistent with the interaction term, idcost surp was statistically significant, M = −0.0169 ± 0.004a.u., t(39) = was not either (M = 0.0004 ± 0.004a.u., t(39) = 1.10, p > .1, d = 0.016). Figure 4B presents these pair-wise comparisons.
314
As we detail in the Discussion, this suggests a general bottleneck in processing surprising locations when identity predictions 315 are licensed.
316
Though idcost exp was not significant, the magnitude of idcost exp correlated (across participants) with idcost surp , (rho = 317 0.41, p = .0079), as shown in Figure 5 . we calculated the identity-regularity cost in the upper and lower sets constructed by the median split, here defined as the SL engaged in a cognitive process that produced a larger set of outcomes for expected trials than for surprising trials.
353
Variance of Decision threshold
354
We did not find any impact of Location or Identity on the variance of decision threshold (3×3 ANOVA, all Fs < 1, ps > .1).
355
This suggests that our experimental manipulations impact exclusively the evidence accumulation stage.
356
Figure 5. Scatterplots of identity costs: nonRegular vs. surprising locations (grey squares, grey best fit line); expected vs. surprising locations (red circles, red best fit line). Identity costs are calculated as differences in accumulation rates and are in arbitrary units. We found similar correlations when defining identity costs as differences in saccade latencies. non-regular conditions, the mean probability of having the next target presented on the alternate side was 66%.
362
We examined whether gaze offsets could present a signature indicative of tracking location regularity, and whether identity 363 regularity impacted gaze offsets as well.
364
Steady-state analysis
365
To determine whether gaze tracked the location transition structure of the experimental series, we first constructed series 366 consisting of one gaze offset measure per trial. We then derived the power spectral densities of these series in the x − axis (see
367
Methods). This evaluates whether there is a recurrence frequency that shows particularly high power.
368
We focused our analysis on the power density at the frequency f tag = 1/3(trials −1 ). As can be seen in the power spectra 369 derived from the target-locations themselves (see Appendix and Appx.1), this is the frequency in which there is a peak when 370 location is regular. As shown in Figure 7A , the power spectra of the measured gaze-offset time series also peaked at f tag ,
371
with apparently little impact of whether identity was regular or not. This suggests that anticipatory gaze locations tracked the 372 recurrence cycles of the Markov process that generated the targets' locations.
373
To evaluate these patterns statistically, we considered the frequency tagged response (FT R x at f tag = 1/3(trials −1 ), see
374
Methods), using a two-way ANOVA with two factors (Location and Identity) each with two levels (nonRegular, Regular).
375
The data analyzed are presented in Figure 7B . We found that only Location was significant, F(1, 39) = 12.16, p < .001. A 376 similar finding -a main effect of Location -was obtained by analyzing the series of gaze offsets in the y − axis: FT R y ,
377
F(1, 39) = 12.93, p < .001.
378
Analysis of variance of AFO values
379
As mentioned above, an omnibus ANOVA indicated that gaze offsets in the x-direction tended to track the screen-side opposed to 
387
This demonstrates that identity regularities modulated anticipatory gaze location prior to target appearance. 
Discussion
389
Orienting our eyes to changes in our surrounding environments requires substantially longer time than needed to implement responses. We found that learning the probabilistic transition structure of location and identity translates into interactive impacts 406 of location and identity predictability. Our findings further suggest that some of these interactive effects occur because learning 407 identity-regularities in and of themselves produce a cognitive load that impacts SL, as seen in the fact that identity regularities 408 negatively impacted saccades to surprising locations, and also impacted on fixation offsets before the appearance of the target.
409
Our results also replicated our recent work (Notaro et al., 2019) showing that anticipatory predictions of target locations can Anticipatory Fixation Offsets (AFOs) during fixation, prior to target presentation, in the direction of the expected target location.
420
In that study transition constraints held between two screen sides, whereas in the current study they held between four specific show that participants attended the series and followed instructions.
427
Identity-regularity impacts saccade latencies via specific and non-specific routes 428 Because we examined responses to predictable and less predictable stimuli in the context of learning we could differentiate 429 between two routes through which series-regularity could impact behavior: specific and non-specific effects.
430
Differentiating specific and non-specific routes for regularity effects 431 Specific Effects of regularity differentiated expected (high-predictable) transitions from surprising (low-predictability) transitions 432 in series where a dimension (here, location or identity) was predictable. From a functional perspective, these effects may 433 reflect evaluation of stimulus features against an anticipatory prediction, or processes related to generation and propagation of 434 error/surprisal terms.
435
Non-specific Effects of regularity, on the other hand, differentiated non-predictable events (in random series) from both 436 expected and surprising events in regular series, but without differentiating the latter two. To our knowledge, these effects have 437 rarely been identified in the context of statistical learning. Formally, they correlate with learnability (i.e., the complexity of the 438 specific set of constraints that needs to be learned), input-entropy, regularity or any other formal property that differentiates presented within random series.
445
Separating specific from non-specific effects is important because they could load on different computations, and likely
446
involve different neurobiological systems. Non-specific effects can be considered a minimal signature of learning, because there 447 is no indication that learning has been translated into the sort of adaptive reactive behavior that improves stimulus-processing.
448
In contrast, specific effects suggest that individuals are using their knowledge in a way that impacts trial-level assessment and 449 in this way differentiates between expected and surprising events.
450
Non-specific effects of identity-regularity 451 Several indicators showed that participants were sensitive to the transition structure that existed between the identities of 452 the stimuli (here, images drawn from four categories). In the analysis of accumulation-rate, we found a non-specific effect 453 of Identity regularity: there was a main effect of Identity which did not track surprisal, and it was further modulated by a 454 significant interaction between Location and Identity. The interaction was produced because the existence of identity-regularities 455 strongly impacted saccades to surprising locations, but had no impact when targets were presented at expected or non-regular
456
(non-predictable) locations.
457
Because saccades to surprising locations were associated with the slowest latencies, we investigated whether the determining 458 factor was location-surprisal or the time to execute the saccade. We performed this analysis because prior eye-tracking studies orthogonal location/identity series to deterministically assign location/identity transitions. When location sequences are 532 deterministic, any subsequent spatial transition is by definition a high probability one. As shown in the current study, the 533 interaction between location and identity information was only found when saccading to surprising locations, in which case 534 regularity in identity series produced even slower responses. Thus, prior conclusions about non-interactivity could be attributed 535 to the use deterministic series that contained only high-probability (certain) transitions, and that did not produce a processing 536 bottleneck.
537
Limitations
538
Our study shows how identity regularities interact with the saccade generation process. Departing from previous studies, we 539 chose to not include any decision about the image identity, but future studies could modify the paradigm to draw participants' on the target-images once they were fixated. In the current study, the pace of target presentation was rapid and oftentimes 545 the image disappeared before participants could initiate a saccade away from the image. This reduced the validity of such an 546 analysis for purposes of studying the impact of series-regularity on stimulus-processing.
547
Summary
548
We examined whether statistical regularities in object-location and item-identity produced independent or interactive processes.
549
We used a saccade-to-target procedure and we modeled saccade latencies as decisions about target location (ELATER).
550
Regularities in the identity stream decreased the rate of evidence accumulation when the target location was surprising. with a given transition matrix.
567
To avoid an edge contrast between the images and the display background (set to mid gray), we isolated the foreground with with the luminance and we used these points to locate the images in the display. Images were resized to have the same size and 572 pixels resolution (450 × 600) and approximately the same number of pixels in the foreground.
573
Temporal characterization of location series
574
A property of Markov processes is that processes with different levels of transition probabilities have different periods of 575 repetitions, which translates into different autocorrelation functions (and analogously, power spectra). Given a transition matrix 576 P, its element p i j is the probability of the target appearing at the location l j if on the current trial it is in the location l i . Similarly 577 the element p i j of the matrix P n = PxP n−1 indicates the probability of the target appearing after n transitions at the location l j 578 if it is in the location l i . Consequently, for the considered Reg matrices, the probability to complete the most likely screen side 579 transition after n trials, has a maximum at n=1 (p=0.66), but peaks after three more transitions (n=4, p=0.39) ( Figure Appx .1B, 580 grey circles). Conversely, for the nonReg matrix, the probability to complete an allowed transition after n transitions has a peak In the condition with Regular location transitions, on each trial there was a probability of 66% of transitioning to one location, 585 33% probability of transitioning to another, and 0% transition to a third (in addition, repeats were never allowed). To understand 
